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Abstract 
The main objective of this research is to present various uses of the Spanish adjectival derivatives with the suffix -nte. 
Traditionally, it has been considered that these derivatives have only one use: to modify nouns corresponding to the subject of 
base verbs. Such use is called “active.” However, according to the research, the derivatives also have non-active uses. In this 
paper, the non-active uses will be presented and analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
In this study, I will examine the semantic characteristics of the Spanish derived adjectives with the suffix -nte. 
When combined with verbs, the suffix forms adjectives.‡ For example, from the verb hablar ‘to speak,’ the suffix 
derives the adjective hablante ‘that speaks.’ Semantically, this type of derivation has been considered to be “active.” 
Active adjectives are paraphrasable with “that V” modifying the noun corresponding to the subject of the base verb. 
According to Rainer (1999), all the derived adjectives with -nte are active. 
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Como adjetivos activos, nuestras formaciones en -nte son todas§ parafraseables con «que V».  
(Rainer 1999: 4602) 
‘As active adjectives, our formations in -nte are paraphrasable with «that V».’ 
 
According to Rainer, the nouns modified by derived adjectives with -nte correspond to the subjects of the base 
verbs of adjectives. 
 
El sustantivo del cual se predica el adjetivo activo, puede ocupar de manera natural el lugar de X 
en la paráfrasis «X que V».  
(ibid.) 
‘The noun predicated by the active adjective can spontaneously occupy the place of X in the 
paraphrase «X that V».’ 
 
For example, in the case of persona hablante de español ‘Spanish-speaking person,’ the predicated noun is 
persona ‘person,’ and this noun fits perfectly in the X position of the paraphrase persona que habla español ‘person 
who speaks Spanish.’ Then, the suffix can be explained to be linked strongly with the subject of the base verb. 
 
However, in the observation of the uses of the derived adjectives with -nte by native Spanish speakers, it seems 
some of them are not active but have readings different from the «that V» reading, like the following: ?Tendencia 
dolarizante ‘tendency that dollarizes something,’ ?proceso demenciante ‘process that dements,’ ?efecto reafirmante 
‘effect that reinforces something,’ ?fondo japonizante ‘background of the picture that Japanizes something,’ ?mundo 
globalizante ‘world that globalizes something,’ etc. Like the presented cases, it seems that, sometimes, the derived 
adjectives with -nte can also predicate nouns that do not fit in the X position of the paraphrase «X that V», which 
demonstrates the derivatives have (a) non-active use(s). The main objective of this research is to analyze and 
describe such non-active uses mainly from the semantic point of view. More concretely, I will mainly consider the 
variation of the readings of the derivatives with -nte. 
 
2. Methodology 
In this research, for the objective mentioned, 113 neological derivatives with -nte were analyzed. I focus only on 
the neological ones to examine the proper reading of the derivatives. As in every language, in Spanish, there is a 
tendency that frequent derivatives coined a long time ago acquire specialized meanings or their use becomes closed. 
For example, the adjective estudiante ‘that studies’ was coined in the 16th century, and the derived adjective cannot 
be used to modify nouns that refer to people who study in general but is basically only used for people who study in 
educational institutions (typically, high schools and university or college). This restriction of the derivative, 
obviously, does not arise from the characteristics of the base verb estudiar ‘to study’ or from those of the suffix -nte, 
but is considered to be a consequence of the derivative that was used for a long time and whose use became limited. 
For this reason, it seems difficult to describe the semantic properties of the derivative through the observation of old 
forms. Then, I focus only on neologisms because their semantic properties are supposed to be less influenced by 
such extralinguistic factors.      
 
The neological derivatives were gathered from four resources, Diccionario de neologismos online, Neologismos 
del español, Diccionario de neologismos and Corpus del español. From these resources, I collected 113 types of 




§ The emphasis and underlining in this paper are mine.  
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I gathered data on the real uses of the collected neologisms from CORPES XXI, Spanish Web Corpus, and 
Google Books, and to complement the infrequent derivatives, I also used Google. The uses of the derivatives 
gathered in this way are the objects of analysis. 
 
3. Variety of the uses of adjectival derivatives with -nte 
According to the observation made, apart from the active use, some non-active uses of the derivatives were 
confirmed, and they can be classified into some classes. In this section, each class will be presented.  
 
3.1. Active use with the «that V» reading 
Let’s begin with the most frequent use. As it is stated in many works on this derivative, the most basic use is the 
active use, which is paraphrased with «que V ‘that V’», and among my data, as it was expected, this use is most 
frequently observed.  
 
(1) Madrid le pareció una ciudad intimidante, hostil, de hecho le costó seleccionar a alguien confiable a quien 
preguntarle por la dirección que traía anotada. 
(CORPES XXI) 
‘She found Madrid to be an intimidating and hostile city. Indeed, she found it hard to find someone reliable 
to ask about the address she carried written down.’ 
 
The derivative in this example is intimidante, which consists of the verb intimidar ‘to intimidate’ and -nte. In this 
case, the modified noun una ciudad ‘a city’ is considered to correspondent to the subject of the base verb intimidar 
because the most adequate paraphrase of the NP is una ciudad que intimida ‘a city that intimidates.’ For this reason, 
the derivative in this case has the active use. For neological and older derivatives, this use is basic. In this study, it 
was confirmed that all 113 derivatives analyzed were used in this way.       
 
3.2. Non-active use with the «of V» reading 
As described in Section 3.1, the most typical use of the derivatives with -nte is the active use. However, among 
the data, some non-active uses were confirmed and these non-active uses seem to be classifiable according to their 
reading.  
 
Among the non-active uses of the derivatives, those that can be paraphrased as «de V ‘of V’» are more 
productive. In these uses, the modified nouns do not correspondent to the subject of the base verb, but in the NP 
“noun + derivative with -nte,” the noun is related with the action or state denoted by the base verb. See the following 
examples.  
 
(2) La mascarilla de Christian Dior realiza un ‘peeling’ que actúa en solo cinco minutos, luego se retira con una 
frotación suave, no hace falta agua ni esponjas ni algodones. Además de retirar células muertas tiene un 
efecto alisante instantáneo de las marcas de expresión.  
(CORPES XXI) 
‘Christian Dior’s face mask carries out “peeling” that acts in only 5 minutes; after that, it is removed with a 
soft scrub. Water, a sponge, or cotton are not necessary. Besides moving away dead cells, the mask has an 
immediate smoothing effect on facial marks.’    
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Here, the phrase efecto alisante may seem a bit strange because “effect” which is just a concept, may not smooth 
something. In this case, what smooths facial marks is Christian Dior’s face mask. This impression is supported by 
the fact that the paraphrase efecto que alisa ‘effect that smooths’ is not acceptable and the adequate one is that with 
the de ‘of’ phrase, efecto de alisar ‘effect of smoothing.’   
 
This type of use is frequently attested. The uses in (3) and (4) are the same type.  
 
(3) Desenmascarada la apariencia de ogro del Schalke, el Barcelona hizo circular el balón a ras de suelo, lejos 
de las alturas y con un objetivo anestesiante para los alemanes.  
(CORPES XXI) 
‘Unveiled the appearance of the ogre of the Schalke, the Barcelona made the ball move in a circular motion 
at ground level, far from their height and with an anesthetizing objective for the Germans.’   
 
(4) ¿Por qué, en el contexto de la simplicidad, lo ambiguo viene siendo valorado negativamente y cuáles son las 
nuevas formas de la ambigüedad? Lo ambiguo es simplificado al reducirlo a dicotomías, esto es a pares 
conceptuales tales como presencia versus ausencia, recuerdo vs olvido, yo vs otro, éxito vs fracaso, certeza 
vs incerteza, compromiso vs indiferencia, armonía vs conflicto, verdad vs falsedad etc, etc, en los que la 
oposición excluye al contrario. Sin embargo esta estrategia dicotomizante no neutraliza la complejidad, 
porque pocas veces la exclusión es absoluta.  
(El Retorno de la Complejidad y la Nueva Imagen del Ser Humano) 
‘Why, in the context of the simplicity, does what is ambiguous come being evaluated negatively, and which 
are the new forms of ambiguity? An ambiguous thing is simplified when it is reduced to dichotomies, i.e., 
to conceptual pairs such as presence vs. absence, memory vs. oblivion, I vs. other, success vs. failure, 
certainty vs. uncertainty, commitment vs. indifference, harmony vs. conflict, truth vs. falsity, etc., etc., in 
which the opposition excludes the contrary. However this dichotomizing strategy does not neutralize the 
complexity, because hardly ever is the exclusion absolute.’ 
 
In both cases, neither objetivo anestesiante ‘anesthetizing object’ nor estrategia dicotomizante ‘dichotomizing 
strategy’ fits the paraphrase for active adjectives «X que V ‘X that V’». To say ?objetivo que anestesia ‘objective 
that anesthetizes someone’ or ?estrategia que dicotomiza ‘strategy that dichotomizes something’ is not a correct 
paraphrase, but paraphrases with the preposition de ‘of’ are adequate: objectivo de anestesiar ‘objective of 
anesthetizing someone’ and estrategia de dicotomizar ‘strategy of dichotomizing something.’  
 
This non-active use of derivatives with -nte is not infrequent or exceptional but occurs systematically. In this 
research, the uses of 113 derivatives were examined somewhat exhaustively, and it was confirmed that 99 of them 
were used in this way, which suggests the reading can arise under certain conditions.  
 
It can be considered that the reading occurs when there is a semantic incongruity between the modified noun and 
base verb of the derived adjective. For example, among the nouns modified by the adjective alisante ‘to smooth + -
nte,’ the noun crema ‘cream’ is frequent. In these cases, there is no semantic incongruity between the noun and the 
base verb alisar ‘to smooth,’ and then, the reading of this construction is always active, that is to say, the «X that V» 
reading (crema que alisa ‘cream that smooths something’). On the other hand, the «X of V» reading is kind of a 
consequence of semantic coercion because it is only attested when the modified noun is semantically inappropriate 
as a subject of the base verb of the derivative, as the reading is always attested with semantic incongruity. In the case 
of efecto alisante, efecto is not an appropriate subject for the verb alisar ‘to smooth,’ but this does not necessarily 
mean the construction is unacceptable because to such constructions, an alternative reading is given, namely, «X of 
V».         
 
According to the observation made, there are many nouns such that are semantically incongruent with the base 
verb. These nouns are listed in (5). The number in parenthesis is the frequency of the appearance with derivatives 
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with -nte raising the «X of V» reading. The characteristics they have in common are being abstract and easily taking 
phrases that denote an action or state as their complement.  
 
(5) Efecto ‘effect’ (49), carácter ‘character’ (27), tendencia ‘tendency’ (26), proceso ‘process’ (21), acción 
‘action’ (18), actitud ‘attitude’ (14), función ‘function’ (13) 
 
Note that in Spanish, there is another active adjective–forming suffix, -dor. This suffix, like -nte, combines 
mainly with verbs and forms active adjectives. In this sense, it is similar to -nte, and Rainer, in his 1999 work, states 
that the derivatives with -dor also have a non-active use apart from the active one. This non-active use of the 
derivatives with -dor is similar to the non-active use of the derivatives with -nte with the «of V» reading, at least 
semantically. 
 
Y, extendiendo tal uso, se ha llegado a utilizar tales adjetivos incluso con sustantivos semánticamente 
incongruentes: expediciones buceadoras «*expediciones que bucean», optimismo exportador 
«*optimismo que exporta» [...]. En estos casos, parece que estamos asistiendo al nacimiento de un nuevo 
uso relacional de -dor/a: política negociadora = política de negociación, etc.  
(Rainer 1999: 4602) 
‘And, with the extension of the use, such adjectives started to be used also with semantically incongruent 
nouns: expediciones buceadoras ‘*expeditions that scuba dive,’ optimismo exportador ‘*optimism that 
exports’ [...]. In these cases, it seems we are witnessing the emergence of a new relational use of -dor/a**: 
política negociadora = política de negociación ‘politics of negotiation,’ etc.’ 
 
So the “relational use” is not the proper one for the derivatives with -nte, but the other active adjectival 
derivatives, the derivatives with -dor, can be used in this way. Then, this phenomenon should be considered to be a 
question of the extension of the use of Spanish active deverbal adjectives.   
3.3. «Having the feature of X without being one» reading 
Although they are not as frequent as the «of V» reading, other types of readings were confirmed. The «having the 
feature of X without being one» reading is one of them. See the definition of the derivative aristocratizante in (6). 
 
(6) The definition of aristocratizante  
aristocratizante 
Que tiene rasgos de aristócrata sin serlo. 
‘that has the feature of an aristocrat without being one’ 
 
Elle jamás fue una revista aristocratizante, pese a no tener conflictos ideológicos ni con el placer ni con el 
consumo, explica su directora editorial. 
(Diccionario de neologismos online) 
‘Elle has never been an aristocratic magazine, despite not having ideological conflicts with pleasure or 
consumption, the editorial director explains.’ 
 
 
The derivative aristocratizante consists of the verb aristocratizar. This verb is transitive and consists of a noun 
aristócrata ‘aristocrat’ and verbalizing suffix -izar, which is correspondent with the -ize suffix in English. In the 




** This is the feminine form of the suffix. 
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(7) The definition of aristocratizar 
aristocratizar 
tr. Dar o infundir carácter aristocrático a alguien o algo. U.t.c. prnl. 
(Diccionario de Real Academia) 
‘transitive. To give or arouse aristocratic character in someone or something. Used also as a pronominal.’ 
 
 
Then, theoretically, or if -nte always forms active adjectives, in this case, the resultant adjective aristocratizante 
should have the reading «that aristocratizes someone or something», but indeed, this is not the case. Curiously, in the 
case of aristocratizante, the base verb aristocratizar loses its transitivity, or causativity, and what remains in the 
derivative is the semantic value of aristócrata, the base noun of the base verb, and the adjective expresses a modified 
noun that has some aristocratic character.   
 
According to the observation, the derivatives from the denominal -izar verbs are as follows: apódo britanizante 
‘British nickname,’ tratamiento medicalizante ‘medical thinking,’ fondo japonizante ‘background in Japanese style,’ 
etc. 
 
3.4. «Getting (becoming) to be X» reading 
Sometimes, what denote adjectival derivatives are close to the opposite concept of “active,” that is to say, the 
derivatives become reflexive or passive. 
 
(8) La educación de posgrado con un enfoque humanista en un mundo globalizante: el caso del Colpos 
(La educación de posgrado con un enfoque humanista en un mundo globalizante: el caso del Colpos) 
‘Postgraduate education with a humanistic focus on a world getting globalized: the case of the Colpos’ 
 
 
The verb globalizar ‘to globalize,’ like its corresponding English term, is transitive, and the meaning of the 
derivative mundo globalizante must be mundo que globaliza algo ‘world that globalizes something.’ However, this 
paraphrase does not fit in the context of (8). Obviously, in this context, what mundo globalizante refers to is mundo 
en un proceso de globalización ‘world in a process of globalization’ or mundo que está globalizándose ‘world that is 
globalizing itself.’ Example (9) is semantically the same type as (8).  
 
(9) Junto a estos autores Richard Ekins (1998) en su trabajo sobre el varón feminizante: una aproximación de la 
teoría razonada sobre el hecho de vestirse de mujer y el cambio de sexo, ubica el travestismo en un proceso 
de deslizamiento gradual de un género a otro. Ekins crea la categoría de “varón feminizante” o varones que 
quieren feminizarse de diversas maneras, en diferentes contextos, en distintos momentos, etapas y con 
diversas consecuencias. 
(El travestismo) 
‘Together with these authors, Richard Ekins (1998) in his work on (the male becoming feminine): an 
approximation of the theory reasoned on the fact of dressing like a woman and sex change, locates 
transvestism in a process of gradual gliding from one gender to the other. Ekins created the category “male 
becoming feminine” or males who are eager to feminize themselves in various ways, in different contexts, in 
distinct moments, stages, and with various consequences.  
 
As the context states, varón feminizante refers to men converting into women like the case of mundo globalizante 
explained in (8). According to the observation, this reading occurs when the base verbs of the derivatives are 
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“change of state verbs††,” typically, verbs with the suffix -izar. In both cases, the subjects of the base verbs are 
considered to be someone or something that causes the change. However, the nouns modified by these adjectives do 
not correspond to such subjects; rather, they denote entities that suffer from the change of state.  
 
The possible explication for these cases is that the derivatives are made of reflexive variations of the base verbs. 
In Spanish, many change of state verbs have a reflexive variant. These variants are formed by the pronominal se, like 
globalizar ‘to globalize something’ and globalizarse ‘to globalize themselves or get globalized.’  
 
It seems their aspectual characteristics should be noted. From such pronominal variants, past participles can be 
formed, like globalizado, and, like in English, the past participles can modify nouns. However, globalizante and 
globalizado are clearly different. The former is imperfect and the latter is perfect.    
 
(10)  mundo globalizante (derivative with -nte)  
 ‘world in the process of globalization’ 
 
(11)  mundo globalizado (past participle) 
 ‘world already globalized’ 
 
3.5. Gerundive use of the derivatives with -nte   
The Spanish -nte derives from the Latin -ns/-ntis. Unlike -nte, these Latin suffixes were used to form present 
participles, which means the suffixes were flexional suffixes, not derivational. On the other hand, the Spanish -nte, 
as stated, is derivational and explained to be purely adjectival or nominal and to have lost its verbal properties. 
According to Rainer (1999: 4602), the contemporary use of derivatives with -nte as present participles is only 
observed in some ancient constructions.  
 
However, among my data of neologisms, the gerundial use is attested, although it is not so frequent and is 
observed mainly in the data of Latin America. In these cases, the derivatives with -nte modify the verbs and are 
interchangeable with the gerundive forms of the base verbs. Both examples (12) and (13) were confirmed in the data 
of Mexico in CORPES XXI. 
 
(12)  Finalmente, una vieja camioneta Ford amarilla se detuvo un poco trastabilleante. 
‘Finally, an old yellow Ford van stopped, stumbling a little bit.’  
(CORPES XXI) 
 
(13)  Mientras escribo a la luz de una vela que se consume chisporroteante […] 
‘While I write by the light of a candle that is being consumed crackling […]’ 
(CORPES XXI) 
 
4. Conclusion and future tasks 
The derivative adjectives in the Spanish suffix -nte have been considered to be semantically active, that is to say, 
to modify nouns corresponding to the subjects of the base verbs, and they have been explained with the following 
reading of the NP: “N + derivative with -nte” is equivalent to «N that V». However, this study showed that the 
“active use” is not the only use of the derivatives, as the adjectival derivatives can also modify nouns that do not 
 
 
†† cf. Levin (1993)  
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semantically correspond to the subjects of the base verbs and the resultant NPs have another type of reading. 
Namely, the conclusion of the study is that the derivative has more uses than has been previously explained. 
Especially, the use with the «N of V» reading is frequent, and apart from this use, other types of non-active uses are 
attested, such as the use of the «having the feature of X without being one» reading, the «getting to be V» reading, 
and the gerundive use.  
 
Faced with this multifunctionality or polysemy of the derivatives with -nte, I identify two future tasks. The first 
task is the lexical-semantic analysis of the process of derivation by -nte. In other words, it would be interesting to 
identify the conditions under which each reading of the derivatives is elicited. A little bit schematically, the reading 
of the NP “N + derivative with -nte” is determined by three factors: the semantic property of the modified noun, that 
of the base verb, and that of the suffix. By clarifying such properties and how they interact, I will try to explain 
systematically how each reading arises.      
 
The second task I will address is related with pedagogy. This study showed that some of the non-active uses of 
the derivatives are frequent and spontaneous. However, the non-active uses are still somewhat difficult for Spanish 
learners. According to my personal impression, for many non-native Spanish learners, the derivatives with -nte in 
non-active uses are understandable but difficult to produce, partially because they are new and less studied. I 
examined two dictionaries (Diccionario español-japonés (2nd ed.) and Diccionario del español moderno), two 
textbooks for Japanese speakers (Minute Explanation of Spanish Grammar and Gramática de la lengua española) 
and two dictionaries (Spanish Dictionary and Spanish-English Dictionary) and four textbooks (A student Grammar 
of Spanish, Using Spanish A Guid to Contemporary Usage, A comprehensive Spanish Grammar, and A New 
Reference Grammar of Modern Spanish (3rd ed.)) for English speakers and found that none of them contain an 
explanation of these non-active uses of the derivative. Analyzing the mechanism of the derivation with -nte in 
greater detail and providing Spanish learners with an explanation to aid their acquisition of the spontaneous use will 
be the other contribution of this research. 
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